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Looking for more?

	Visit Career Opportunities to join our team at Earthjustice
	Visit Action Alerts for ways to get involved and take action
	Visit Our Team to meet Earthjustice's senior leadership and program staff




				

			

			

	





			
			
	
		
	







			
			
	
		

	







	





	

		

	




	
								
		

			
			
	
		

	







			
			
	
		
	


	







	



			
			
	
		
	    
                    
                                    
                        [image: Steel mills in East Chicago, Indiana, on the shore of Lake Michigan. (Matthew Kaplan / Alamy Stock Photo)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            Press Release: Victory
                            
                            March 18, 2024
                        

                        Final Steel Mill Rule Will Prevent 64 Tons of Hazardous Air Emissions Annually

                        Despite significant industry pushback, EPA takes important step to regulate steel production, one of the worst sources of toxic heavy metal air pollution 



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: After years of inaction by the federal government, the Environmental Protection Agency has proposed long-overdue limits on six PFAS in drinking water. (Getty Images)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            feature
                            
                            February 29, 2024
                        

                        Inside EPA’s Roadmap on Regulating PFAS Chemicals

                        Toxic “forever chemicals” remain laxly regulated.



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: Clean Air Laredo Coalition and Rio Grande International Study Center rally in front of Midwest Sterilizer facility in Laredo, TX. The facility ranks among the most polluting facilities in the nation of ethylene oxide emissions. (RGISC)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            Press Release
                            
                            March 14, 2024
                        

                        EPA Finalizes Rule on Ethylene Oxide Sterilizer Facilities’ Emissions  

                        Nearly 14 million people in the US live near facilities that emit one of the most toxic air pollutants regulated by the agency 



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: Bitcoin mining machines in a warehouse at the Whinstone US Bitcoin mining facility in Rockdale, Texas, the largest in North America. Operations like this one have been boosted by China’s intensified crypto crackdown that has pushed the industry west. (Mark Felix / AFP via Getty Images)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            From the Experts
                            
                            March 12, 2024
                        

                        Cryptocurrency Miners Need to Report their Energy Use

                        The U.S. Energy Information Administration raises concerns about energy-intensive cryptocurrency mining operations, will seek comments on reporting requirements.



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: Hurricane Ida toppled these power lines near a petroleum refinery outside LaPlace, Louisiana. Ida's eastern wall went right over LaPlace, inflicting heavy damage on the area.(Michael Robinson Chavez / The Washington Post via Getty Images)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            Press Release
                            
                            March 13, 2024
                        

                        Sierra Club, Earthjustice Challenge SEC’s Weakened Climate Risk Disclosure Rule

                        Final rule significantly curtailed emissions disclosure requirements despite widespread support



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: Workmen prepare to replace old water pipes with new copper pipes in Newark, New Jersey in 2021. The city replaced nearly all of its 23,000 lead service lines with new copper pipes. (Seth Wenig / AP)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            Article
                            
                            March 11, 2024
                        

                        This Toxic Metal is Still Contaminating Our Drinking Water. Is Change Coming?

                        Lead-contaminated water continues to plague many U.S. cities and rural areas alike, but a renewed focus by the federal government and state-based efforts offer hope for finally dealing with this nationwide crisis. 



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: SEC Chairman Gary Gensler testifies during the Senate Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs Committee hearing titled Oversight of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission in 2022. (Tom Williams / CQ-Roll Call, Inc via Getty Images)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            Press Release
                            
                            March 6, 2024
                        

                        SEC Climate Disclosure Rule Represents Important Progress, But Falls Short on Key Metrics of Financial Risk

                        Final rule improves upon status quo, but still enables companies to conceal financial risks 



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: The Cheswick Generating Station in 2010. Prior to the Mercury and Air Toxics Standards, oil-burning and coal-burning power plants largely avoided restrictions on emissions of hazardous air pollution. (Chris Jordan-Bloch / Earthjustice)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            feature
                            
                            March 6, 2024
                        

                        Historic Environmental Protections are Up Against the Deadline

                        The Biden administration must get rulemakings over the finish line this spring to solidify climate and health protections ahead of political uncertainty.



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: SEC Chairman Gary Gensler testifies during the Senate Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs Committee hearing titled Oversight of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission in 2022. (Tom Williams / CQ-Roll Call, Inc via Getty Images)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            Update
                            
                            March 6, 2024
                        

                        Government Requires Greater Transparency on Climate-Related Financial Risk

                        The climate crisis poses major financial risks to companies and investors. This new rule will bring transparency to the market, protecting investors, and allowing them to make better investment decisions.



                    

                

            

                    
                                    

                                 
                
                    
                        
                            Document
                            
                            February 29, 2024
                        

                        New Water Pollution Control Standards for Slaughterhouses and Rendering Facilities

                        On average, over 17,000 animals are killed each minute in slaughterhouses across the United States. Slaughterhouse byproducts such as fat, bone, and feathers are often sent to rendering facilities for conversion into tallow, animal meal, and other products. Both slaughterhouses and rendering facilities require a near-constant flow of water, and they discharge hundreds of millions of pounds of water pollution each year.



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: La conferencia de prensa Green Transit, Green Jobs en West Farms Bus Depot en El Bronx. (Aristide Economopoulos por Earthjustice)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            Press Release
                            
                            March 7, 2024
                        

                        Legisladores, Líderes Sindicales y Activistas del Bronx Exhortan a Gobernadora Hochul A Impulsar Trabajos y Transporte con Energía Limpia

                        Solicitan a la Gobernadora Kathy Hochul a que incluya el proyecto de ley Tránsito Verde, Empleos Verdes en el presupuesto fiscal



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: The Green Transit, Green Jobs press conference at West Farms Bus Depot in the Bronx. (Aristide Economopoulos for Earthjustice)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            Press Release
                            
                            March 7, 2024
                        

                        Bronx Lawmakers, Union Leaders, and Advocates Call on Gov to Fund Bronx Blooms, Not Fumes!

                        Assembly Members Jeffrey Dinowtiz and Karines Reyes, and Senator Sepúlveda rallied with union leaders, community members, and advocates to urge Governor Hochul to include the Green Transit, Green Jobs, Bill in Budget



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: Residents observe the fire consuming the TPC Group plant on Wednesday, Nov. 27, 2019, in Port Neches, Texas. Two massive explosions 13 hours apart tore through the chemical plant and one left several workers injured. (Marie D. De Jesús / Houston Chronicle via AP)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            Press Release: Victory
                            
                            March 1, 2024
                        

                        EPA Strengthens Chemical Disaster Safeguards 

                        Nearly 180 million people live in the worst-case scenario zones for a chemical disaster 



                    

                

            

                    
                                    

                                 
                
                    
                        
                            In the News: Inside Climate News
                            
                            February 8, 2024
                        

                        EPA Reports “Widespread Noncompliance” With the Nation’s First Regulations on Toxic Coal Ash

                        Lisa Evans, Senior Counsel, Clean Energy Program: “We see this as the first shot across the bow informing the utilities and states and stakeholders that EPA indeed does find significant noncompliance with the coal ash rule.”



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: Drinking water and PFAS research being conducted at the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Center For Environmental Solutions and Emergency Response in Cincinnati. (Joshua A. Bickel / AP)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            Article
                            
                            January 31, 2024
                        

                        The Toxic Chemicals Hiding in Our Homes, and How We Can Reduce Them

                        A fundamental environmental law, the Toxic Substances Control Act, can help protect us from harmful chemicals. But first, the government needs to fully enforce it. 



                    

                

            

                    
                                    

                                 
                
                    
                        
                            Press Release: Victory
                            
                            December 15, 2023
                        

                        EPA Proposes Improved Water Pollution Control Standards for Slaughterhouses and Rendering Facilities

                        In response to lawsuits, EPA begins process of mandating pollution reductions



                    

                

            

                    
                                    

                                 
                
                    
                        
                            Press Release
                            
                            February 9, 2024
                        

                        EPA’s Delayed Mercury Limits for Taconite Plants Fall Short

                        The rule doesn’t reduce taconite facilities’ dangerous mercury emissions enough  



                    

                

            

                    
                                    

                                 
                
                    
                        
                            Document
                            
                            February 9, 2024
                        

                        EPA’s Taconite Final Rule

                        The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency issues decades-overdue standards to control mercury and other toxic emissions from taconite iron ore processing plants.
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    The Law Makes Change


	




	
		
	Stay informed on how we hold accountable those who break our environmental laws.
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